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PICKERSGILL-KAYE SHOWS IT HAS THE FULL RANGE
HOSDB Exhibition, 22nd- 24th March 2011. Farnborough, Hampshire. Stand No E31
Following another year of remarkable product developments, Pickersgill-Kaye will be
showing off its full portfolio of high security and custodial locking products on Stand E31 at
the Home Office Scientific Development Branch (HOSDB) exhibition in March.
In addition to its proven range of Custodial Class 1 & 2 Locks and High Security Claw and
Slide Bar Gate Locks, the Leeds based company will be further demonstrating the design
quality and manufacturing strength for which it is renowned with the High Security
Multipoint Locking (MPL) range.
Pickersgill-Kaye is now recognised as one of the UK’s leaders in design engineering and
manufacture for custodial and high security locking solutions and, through its growing
product range, is able to offer a complete commercial package for new build and
refurbishment projects across the UK and overseas.
All Pickersgill-Kaye products are designed on state-of-the-art CAD software, manufactured
using high-tech production techniques and independently tested to a quality that exceeds
international standards and guarantees a robust and integrated security solution.
Pride of place on the stand will be given to the High Security Multipoint range of locks,
bolts and door fittings. Previously marketed through Adams Rite, these products were
specifically developed by Pickersgill-Kaye to meet exacting standards of physical attack
but maintain safe and easy exit when needed without compromising health and safety
issues. Both surface and mortice mounted multi and single point locks are manufactured to
the highest technical standards and aesthetically designed to complement the modern
workplace.
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Alongside the MPL range, Pickersgill-Kaye will be showcasing, on a fully fitted
demonstration cell door, its range of high quality custodial solutions, which includes Class
1 Cell Locks, Class 1 & 2 Pass Locks and a range of two and three position cell door
hatches and the, industry standard, Kaye-Rota padlock.
The Class 1 Cell Lock is constructed from a single billet of high quality solid steel. It is
designed to provide safer cells, whilst also offering excellent levels of security and high
resistance to damage or wear and tear.
Developed in co-operation with UK Government departments, the Pickersgill-Kaye Pass
Locks are heavy duty locks with double sided key operation and have a unique
functionality coupled with a robust reliability ideal for high security applications. The
mortice-type lock can be installed in any security door (steel or wood) and features a solid
steel main bolt fitted with 2 hardened roller inserts, a sacrificial brass escutcheon and a
steel key cut to code.
Also on show will be a range of high security slide bar and claw gate locks for perimeter
security applications. The Pickersgill-Kaye Gate Locks include an optional electronic
activation which can be easily interfaced with existing access control systems for remote
operation. The locks are fitted in a solid casing suitable for a variety of gate standards and
have ingress protection against dust and moisture to increase defence against corrosion
and provide a life-long reliability.
Looking forward to the HOSDB exhibition, Pickersgill-Kaye’s Business Development
Manager for Security and Engineering products, John Moore commented: “There is a
move towards higher quality, more robust products - which is where our strengths lie. Our
custodial and high security locks have already proven themselves at critical national
infrastructure sites and police cells across the country and the addition of the MPL range
gives us a complete offering that will be even more attractive to visitors at the event.”
ENDS
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Background information:
Pickersgill-Kaye Ltd has built a solid reputation over the past 150 years through the specialist
design and manufacture of Kaye’s patent door locks for the architectural and railway industries
throughout the UK and overseas. More recently, the company has diversified and is now using its
expertise to design, supply & maintain high security locks for the UK detention and high security
industries.
Operating from premises in Leeds, the company uses state of the art CAD systems linked to
advanced CNC engineering facilities, producing high quality, British engineered products to the
highest quality standards.
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